In HM?vi-based In t h i s paper, we analyze the impact of M k m t duration of the phone on the output probability likelihood To combat the above problem, two approaches are proposed to make proportionate the contribution of speech sampIes to estimation of parameters ofgeometricauy averaged probability likelihood method and centralized parametrC spacemethod.Severalexpcrimentsareconducte!dtoverify the advantage of the above approaches in HMM-based spcech m g n i t i o~ The Ttsults show that the recognition rate can be improved to a certain degree when any one of the above approaches is employed.
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where 7' ' is duration of speech sample w. Obviously, the output probability likelihood has a great influence on HMM training. Since the objective functon is 0pt"i over all speech samples, the comparative value of outpm probability likelihoods of all speech samples is the detenninativefactor.
Ifwe denote the transitionprobabilityfrom state i to state j in M,, output probability in which an okmilion 0;is obtained in state j, forward probability, backward probability and the comsponding output probability likelihood as a;, b ; (~; ) . a:(i), ~z , ( j ) and P-, respe&vely7 then Forward-8adrward recurrent fonrmlas [1] [2] for estimation of transition probability cau given as follows CY;
-Cr:
As to speech samples of the same speech unit but of different duration, the expected number of transitions, 7, ' , fkomstate i to state j, and that ofhansitions, y,'", out of state i, conditioned upon the observation sequence are closely relevant with their duration Clearly, the duration of training samples determines their contribution to estimation of parameters of HMMs.
It is necessary to find out how the duration of speech samples influences the corresponding output probability likelihoods before we focus on haw to combat the abwe problem In HMM-based speech recognition larger duration of speech sample indicates more available paths or possiile HMM state sequences. From the statistical data, we find that m some cases, the output probability likelihood increases with the duration of speech samples, but more often, speech samples of longer duration correspond to smaller output probability Likelihoods. In HMM-based speech recognition V i t e r b i decoder is usually employed instead of computing output probability likelihood A great number of experimental results show that no essential difference of recognition rate exists between the above both. It is rational to state that on the whole, the output probability along best path (that is, the output probability along this available path is the largest) can w e l l represent the output probability likelihood for all speech samples. In speech recognition experiments we condur& we find that the output probability along best path plays a prevailing role in HMM trarning over those along other available paths. In DHMM-based speech recognition, larger duration of speech samples mrresponds to smaller output probability along best path since eveq tramtion probability and output probability in HMM is not greater than one. In CDHMM-based speech recoption, probability density can be much greater than one and the output probability along best path can increase with duration of speech samples.
If we neglect the impact of output probability along notbest path in objective function for HMM training, speech samples of longer duration ConmiUte less to estimation of parameters of HMM in DHA4M-based speech recognition.
However, in CDHMM-based speech recognition longer d u d o n influences HMM training inconsistently due to used probability density functions.
. TWO IMPROVED TRAINING APPROACHES
It is explicit now that in traditional ML-based HMM training algorithm -rent duration of speech samples indicates differentrevisiontotheparametersofHMMsin Forward-Backward reestimation formulas. Based on the above analysis we present two schemes to combat this problem, which are given as follows:
Geometrically Averaged Output
Comprehending the above analysis, we can make a conclusion that on the whole, the duration of speech samples innuenaw the corresponding output probability likelihood without a certain regularity. If we quote the above definition, the objective function can be chauged to 
Probability Likelihood Method
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